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Variations

Combinations
(Order Does NOT Matter)

Permutations
(Order Matters = More Possibilities)

How many ways can you pick a 

team of 3 out of 10 people?

3 starting players are selected from a 

team of 10, each with a jersey letter. How 

many 3-letter sequences can be created 

when the 3 selected players line up 

together. How many ways can a slot 

machine display a set of 3 slots if 

each slot can have 7 possibilities?

How many password combinations 

does a decryption software need to 

go through to decrypt an 8-letter 

password assuming only lower-

cased alphabetic letters.

How many ways can you roll 3 

dice?

How many distinct ways can 3 guys 

vote for those 3 girls?

Each spot choose from among 

REMAINING options (use nCr formula)
Each spot choose 

among ALL options

Use Exponent ^ <

How many different ways can 3 guys and 3 

girls pair up for a group date of 6 people?

(In calculation – order matters)

How many potential dates can 

happen between 3 guys and 3 

girls?

If you are dealt a pocket pair, how 

many different ways could that pair 

have been individually dealt to you?

How many ways can you roll 3 

differently colored dice and get 3 

different numbers?

How many ways can you 

distribute 5 different colored 

marbles in 3 distinct baskets such 

that each basket has at least 1 

marble?

How many ways can you get a 

pocket pair?

How many ways can you roll 

3 identical dice and get 3 

different numbers?

How many ways can you 

distribute 5 marbles in 3 

identical baskets such that 

each basket has at least 1 

marble?

A

B

C

D

E

How many ways can you pick something?
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